Such gestures borrow long-standing tactics from the art world, of course, but their embrace by the theater world is more recent and points to something new and hopeful. This issue of Theater looks at initiatives and collaborations that have, in some form, created new forms of community -through dance, in the case of Engagement Féminin and Faustin Linyekula; through a bus tour of Europe's state theaters and an artists' delegation to Burma; in links to the disabled community and in reimagining New Orleans. Whatever public convenes for these projects finds an infusion of new forms and engaged thinking, on platforms of all kinds. 
Anne Erbe
How would the performing arts in America look if its economy were modeled on the aesthetics of the work itself -valuing process over product, the hybrid over the oppositional, the nonhierarchical over the top-down? How might such a system distribute capital? Affect generative practices? And the million-dollar question: Could it be sustainable?
Posing the hand-to-mouth challenges of theater and dance economies as a "creative design problem," the open community of arts workers assembled under the banner of Brooklyn Commune has begun to tackle these questions. The brainchild of Culturebot founder and publisher Andy Horowitz and Invisible Dog associate artistic director Risa Shoup, Brooklyn Commune is an artist-driven "collaborative public visioning project," investigating the economics of cultural production in America. Part prefigurative, part diagnostic, Horowitz et al. have carved out nine months to examine the underpinnings of existing economic structures, propose sustainable alternatives, and generate new languages of advocacy for the value of live arts -and artists -to the culture at large. Launched in March 2013, the project will consist of four discussions, leading to a weekend-long summit and culminating in a written summary of accumulated research -a "platform for the future of the performing arts" -to be delivered in early 2014.
Bringing a tighter strategic focus to grassroots, process-based models such as Occupy and the Social Forum movement, Brooklyn Commune aims to practice the change it wants to see in the world, beginning with an interrogation of the conversation itself. "We want to really ask, how can arts workers have a real discussion about capital and cultural production?" said Horowitz in an interview; "How can we bring multiple stakeholders to the table, identify shared goals, and develop mutually respectful ways to collaborate and reallocate resources?" In the meeting I attended, Horowitz and Shoup brought a practitioner's eye for the power dynamics of spatial arrangements to the convening. The event experimented, persistently, with different discussion formats -from lecture, to multiple self-selected discussion groups, to an open panel, based on Lois Weaver's Long Table, in which spectators could freely join and leave a group of speakers seated at the center of the room. "The presentational format of panel discussion only reinforces the hierarchies you're trying to subvert," explained Horowitz.
While the activity is public conversation and knowledge sharing, the framework is insurrectionist. Referencing the 1871 Paris Commune, in which workers achieved selfrule for seventy-two days, Brooklyn Commune suggests that performing arts laborers can not only collectively reimagine the existing infrastructure from the ground up, claiming greater autonomy, but also take up a more expansive role in the making of American culture. "How do we, as arts workers, reposition the notion of value away from sheer economic impact and towards cultural understanding?" asked Horowitz, in defining his goals; "How do we put forth a more substantial cultural agenda? How do we address the way the art functions so it actually conforms to this?" Here, Brooklyn Commune joins a growing group of artists, educators, and policy makers -HowlRound/ Center for the Theater Commons, the Foundry Theatre, the Center for Performance and Civic Practice, among others -who are linking collective self-determination and grassroots values to new models of leadership, decision making, and human relationships. These initiatives aim to transform not only the way live performance is funded and produced but also the culture in which that work is embedded. "I just have this foundational belief that learning how to make, participate, enjoy, engage in the arts is a way of being in the world," said Horowitz. Regardless of the eventual results, he and his collaborators have created a platform to let artists -"we who traffic in holding aloft something that isn't there until it is," as Foundry Theatre's Melanie Joseph puts it -do what they do best: imagine new ways of looking, making, and knowing. 
